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• The NAMA Facility has helped lay the groundwork for the 
design of an effective GCF by providing early lessons on:
– Competitive proposal selection process based on ambition
– Experiences with selection criteria that emphasize transformational 

change (paradigm shift)
– Incorporating dual goals of climate change mitigation and sustainable 

development
– Emphasizing the need to leverage private investment

• The GCF is now making strong progress
– 8 essential elements agreed in Bali & Songdo
– Fund aspires to be different than existing funds (paradigm shift)
– The NAMA Facility (with its emphasis on ambition in particular) has 

served as an important precursor to the GCF design process
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THE NAMA FACILITY’S CONTRIBUTION TO THE 
GCF



• Songdo decisions on six essential elements for mobilizing GCF resources:

• At the previous GCF board meeting in Bali, decisions were taken on a gender-
sensitive approach and on an initial high-level allocation of funds (50-50 Mitigation-
Adaptation) with a floor of 50% of adaptation funds must go to LDCs

• Under the GCF, funding will be based on a competitive process that seeks “win-win”
programs that provide developing countries with health and development benefits
while moving away from a heavy reliance on fossil fuel-based development.
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• The Germany-UK NAMA Facility strives to achieve “transformational” change by funding 
ambitious mitigation actions, considering:

– Alignment with  low carbon development strategies 

– Promotion of national or sectoral policy changes

– Catalyzing private sector investment and blending other public funds

• Early NAMA examples have helped the GCF board to develop its investment framework, 
which calls for projects to be evaluated on their potential to create a “paradigm shift.” 

– Potential for scaling up and/or replication 

– Contribution to an enabliing environment and regulatory framework

– Contribution to low carbon development pathways consistent with 2 degree goal

• By prioritizing ambitious action, through combining government policies with financial 
measures and focusing on programs, rather than projects, limited climate finance 
resources have the potential to make a substantial impact. 

TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGE/PARADIGM SHIFT



• The NAMA Facility provides an example of a competitive process and
criteria that encourage ambition including: transformational change,
GHG and sustainable development impact , and economic leverage

• The GCF will select proposals based on selection criteria that are
similar to those of the NAMA Facility:
– Impact potential (mitigation and adaptation)
– Paradigm shift potential
– Sustainable development potential
– Needs of the recipient
– Country ownership
– Efficiency and effectiveness

• GCF has not agreed on relative weights for each of these criteria, in
contrast to NAMA facility’s transparent weighting of ambition criteria

• Currently, GCF will likely use a 1-5 scale for each of 25 “coverage
areas” (report card vs. a single overall score)
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SELECTION CRITERIA



• The NAMA Facility has a two-stage process that first screens projects

with general eligibility criteria and then rates them on amb ition.

Country ownership is part of the eligibility process under t he NAMA

Facility.

• In contrast, the GCF investment framework does not have sepa rate

eligibility and ambition screening - offers a voluntary con cept note first

step

• Adding a two-stage evaluation process beginning with eligi bility could

reduce demands on the GCF’s limited staff and allow for a more

transparent comparison of eligible proposals solely on amb ition criteria .

• The GCF has also debated moving from a single competitive pro cess to

one where countries compete against countries with similar economic

and social development levels
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PROCESS FOR SELECTING PROPOSALS



• Seeking to maximize the impact of its financing, the NAMA Facility has prioritized
projects with Financial Ambition, and ability to mobilize other sources of funding

• To catalyze private sector investment, donor funds should aim to overcome barriers
and improve the attractiveness of climate-friendly investments.
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LEVERAGING PRIVATE INVESTMENT
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PC1 Is this right? Don't know that I understand the roles of each of these. 
Paolo Cozzi; 30.05.2014



• GCF’s efficiency and effectiveness criteria assesses 
the amount of co-financing, cost/benefit  ratio, and 
reflection of industry best practices in each proposal

• The GCF’s Private Sector Facility (PSF) will be an 
integral part of the Fund and receive a significant 
allocation of funds

• PSAG recommendations to the GCF will be considered 
at the October board meeting as well as the use of a 
wider set of financial instruments, 
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LEVERAGING PRIVATE INVESTMENT



• GCF Board has opened the accreditation process for
intermediaries to include host country entities including national
development banks, and private sector actors

• The NAMA Facility allows separate Delivery Organizations (DOs)
for financial and technical components

• NAMA Facility shows the value of host country DOs:
– Knowledge of the local environment
– Tailored set of innovative financial tools
– I ncreased country ownership
– Improves direct access

• GCF board is seeking to address concern that host country
intermediaries face competitive disadvantage vs MDBs and need
capacity help
– Need to encourage direct access and create a level playing field
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DELIVERY 
ORGANIZATIONS/INTERMEDIARIES



• Additional decisions going forward will include: 
– Policies and procedures for donor contributions
– Definition of full financial “tool chest” for intermediaries and 

perhaps eventually the GCF itself
– Modalities to further enhance direct access
– Potential weighting of criteria and development of sub-criteria, 

coverage areas and potential benchmarks
– Guidelines for operationalization of fit-for-purpose accreditation 

approach
– Consideration of  report of PSF recommendations from PSAG
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FUTURE GCF DECISIONS



• Lessons from the NAMA Facility will continue to feed 
into the GCF’s decisions 

• NAMA Facility experience with the appraisal process 
and early implementation of first Facility-funded 
NAMAs will be important

• In effect, the NAMA Facility is something of a pilot test 
for the GCF

• The NAMA Facility provides an opportunity to 
demonstrate what  a “paradigm shift” can be in policy 
and financial design in various sectors

• The key next question for climate is how NDCs can be 
linked to the GCF & vice versa to meet global goals
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CONCLUSIONS



THANK YOU
For more information, 
please visit us at 

www.ccap.org.


